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Cover Photograph - ©Mike Morant.
On both August 24th & September 11th 1938 the preserved Stirling Single No. 1 ran two trips from King's Cross
to Peterborough and return. The original negative isn't dated but research backed up by contemporary
photographic evidence shows that this was the August 24th half-day excursion to Cambridge and return with
the passengers in Victorian dress.
On the right of the locomotive is the stock of the ‘Down’ working of the ‘Queen of Scots Pullman’, whilst the
car nearest the camera is Pullman car AGATHA which is still with us today as part of the VSO-E Ghost Fleet at
Stewarts Lane.
From The Coupé.
Welcome aboard edition number edition ten of your bi-monthly Pullman & CIWL Newsletter.
We have now been travelling together for some period of time and building on the success of the past nine
editions. I must take this opportunity to thank those readers who have contributed articles and images for
this and the previous nine editions.
As ever I remain dependent on readers contributing news, articles and images in the form of all aspects of
Pullman and CIWL operations both past, present, future and of course aspects of both within the model
railway interests.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in production is for you to forward on, either by E-mail or printing a copy,
to any one you may know who will also be interested in reading about matters Pullman & CIWL.
Changing your Email address, or wish to be removed from the mailing list, please send an Email to the
t.bye@ntlworld.com with your request, it’s as simple as that.
In the past some readers have failed to receive their copies as published for one reason or another, I do get
bounce backs advising that an e-mail address no longer exists or the mail box full.
In the event by the second Monday of each publication month (January, March, May, July, September and
November) your copy fails to arrive, please Email the editorial address and I will forward to you the missing
edition.
The views and articles within this publication are not necessarily those of the editor.

Editors Acknowledgement.
My thanks to the following readers for their continued support by the way of either articles and or images.
Without you contributions this edition would not have been published: Dr.T.F.Buden & P.Coutanche Collection,R.Barber, J.Mair, The Armstrong Trust, N.Marshall, C.Long, K.Stroud,
K.Zimmerman, T.Mulligan, S.Clauss, F.Phillps, T.Watson, J.Morel, D.Lindsay, R.Goodrum, D.Jones, J.Geilen,
A.Ford, R.Salmon, T.Knox, A.Wheeler, W.V.Duyn, C.Elliott, NRM, K.Robertson.
My thanks to the following Publications: Steam Days, The Railway World.
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Pullman Car History.
Pullman Name:
Type of Car:
Into Service:
Original Builder:
Rebuild:

Pre 1960 Schedule No:
Post 1960 Schedule No:
Tare:
Seats:
Bogies:
Length:
Width:

FALCON.
Parlour First Class.
May 1920.
1891 - Gilbert Car Manufacturing Company of Troy, U.S.A.
1892 - February South Eastern Railway at Ashford with Seating 28 First Class.
Allocated the identity of CAR No.36.
1896 - South Eastern Railway at Ashford. Retaining the identity of CAR No.36
and seating 24 second class.
1920 - Pullman Car Company Works at 1Preston Park, Brighton.
Diagram 37 with Pantry and Coupé fitted and classed as Pullman Type
“C” Car, seating 20 First Class. Allocated the identity of car FALCON.
89.
104.
30t.
20.
2 x 8 wheels.
51’ 31/2in. } Due to loading gauge restrictions between Hastings and
8’ 43/4in. } Tunbridge Wells.

1

The long term lease by the Pullman Company of the ex LB&SCR paint shop at Preston Park did not
commence until 1928.
Earlier publications refer to the car being rebuilt at the Pullman workshops at Longhedge, London.
It is possible that the car was partially rebuilt at both the LB&SCR main workshops at Brighton and the
Pullman workshops at Longhedge, but the controversy re the place of rebuild in 1920 remains unsolved.
The six cars were originally built by the Gilbert Car Company in 1891 and shipped over in sections for
assembly which was completed by February 1892 at the South Eastern Railway’s Ashford works, and the first
cars making their first appearance on March 2nd 1892, from Charing Cross to Hastings on what became
known as the ‘Hastings Car Train’. Historically, there is no evidence that, apart from the publicity train of
March 2nd that the cars ever ran as one train to Hastings until after 1896. In fact there is evidence they ran
singly and in pairs from Charing Cross to Dover as well as Charing Cross to Hastings.
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©NRM 1496/87.
An 1892 Publicity Photograph of Class ‘F’ No.202 with CAR No.36 and one of the Third Class cars.

In 1896 the cars were rebuilt, and the accumulators which had formerly lit the cars electrically, being
recharged at Charing Cross, were replaced by the Stone system of electric lighting with dynamos under the
cars.

The rebuilding included alterations to windows, enclosing of the vestibules and fitting of lavatories.
The car re-entered service on December 1st 1896.
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©Dr T F Buden & Phil Coutanche Collection.
The Hastings Car Train circa 1898 - The formation being CAR No.36, 35, 47 with CAR No. 32, 33 & 34 in
unknown order.
The cars remained in service on the SE&CR until the outbreak of World War One in 1914.
1919/1920.

Sold by the SE&CR to the Pullman Car Company.
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1920 March to Early June.

Commence operational traffic for the Pullman Car Company as Car
FALCON.

After 1920 the cars ran, probably in pairs, on the Hastings branch. In the journals of A Earle Edwards notes
are made of specific journeys in 1922/23.
1928 September 18th.

Stopped

1928 November 1st.

Condemned.

1929 September 30th.

Written Off.

Information Sources: K.Stroud.
C.Long.
1
A Car Called Constance - SE&CR Society & HMRS 2007 - ISBN978 0 902835 23 8
Pullman in Europe - G.Behrend 1962 - ISBN Not registered.
Pullman Car Services - Archive.

'A Car Called Constance'
This is still available from the SE&CR &
HMR Society priced at £4.50 +UK p&p
@ £1.10.
For further details contact
john.arkell@meadowrd.demon.co.uk
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THE PULLMAN SOCIETY

The society journal
“The Golden Way”
Is published
FOUR times a year

The Society is dedicated to the
study of all aspects of Pullman
operations in the British Isles and
Continental Europe and in the
United States, where the first cars
were built and services began.

For further details including membership please contact
Martin Trott at treasurer@pullmansociety.org.uk
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FREE INTERNET NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES & WEB SITES.
Bringing Back The Brighton Belle.
The wonderful Brighton Belle, the only electric all-Pullman train in the world, succeeded the steam service
between London and Brighton in 1933 and became the world's first electric inter-city train. A much loved
railway icon, the three five-car train sets were withdrawn by BR in 1972. Now we have a wonderful idea - an
amazing feat of restoration, to bring together a complete train set and return the Belle to the mainline! To
follow progress with the restoration and help.
http://www.brightonbelle.com
BritPull.
Pullmans in Britain. An opportunity to discuss all aspects of Pullman vehicles and their workings in Britain.
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/BritPull/
Blue Pullman.
A group for anyone interested in the British Rail Blue Pullman sets which operated between London and
Manchester / Birmingham / South Wales.
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/blue_pullman/
Pullman Company Researchers.
A friendly discussion group for anyone with a genealogical or historical interest in the Pullman Company and
their ancestors who were associated with it. Includes Pullman Company, Pullman Car Works, Pullman Palace
Car Company, Pullman porters etc. and the town of Pullman near Chicago built for Pullman employees.
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/PullmanCompanyResearchers/

MRE Mag.
Model Railway Express - Britain's leading FREE online magazine for railway modelers with thrice weekly news
and readers' discussion. Also, model and book reviews, classified ads, etc. Over 1,000 readers and published
every Monday, Wednesday & Friday by editor Phil Parker.
Visit www.mremag.com for further detail and information.

Raildate.
The weekly newsletter produced and also published by Howard Sprenger every Friday covering general
railway subjects with links to sites for further information visit: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RAILDATE/
Where you can sign up to access the weekly newsletter.
Coupé News, Coupé News Special Editions and Pullman & CIWL News Past Editions.
You can access all past editions by visiting: http://www.semgonline.com/coach/coupe/index.html
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LOTOS CLUB - November 23rd 2012 - Terence Mulligan.

©Karl Zimmerman.
‘LOTOS CLUB’ on display within the Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania, Strasburg. USA.
Of all historic Pullman cars operating on excursions within the United States of America or on exhibition
within railroad museums, few stand out in fully starched Pullman-correct restoration as does the restaurantsleeper ‘LOTOS CLUB’.
There is invisible metalwork repair, real Pullman upholstery, carpet, lighting, furniture and furnishings, even
paint from the original suppliers. Every molecule of the car is authentic, right down to the original
emergency porter's medical kit.
In August 2012, railroad historian Peter Tilp passed away at the age of 72.
On November 10th, twelve of his far-flung friends - several themselves restorers - gathered at the Railroad
Museum of Pennsylvania in Strasburg to give Peter a pat on the back in absentia and visit his number one
effort in preservation, the 1913 built Pullman heavyweight restaurant-sleeper ‘LOTOS CLUB’ which Peter Tilp
donated to the museum in 1981.
Peter and his father George Tilp restored several historic Packard and Cadillac automobiles in the 1960s, as
runners-up to this project, continuing their thorough research, cross-examining retired employees,
employing skilled craftsmen, several from Pullman, to make sure all would be comme il faut.
‘LOTOS CLUB’ came off its last Pullman charter run in 1967 being the last Pullman heavyweight restaurant car
in operation within the USA. The car was put up for sale at the Pullman headquarters in Chicago, and
immediately bought by the Tilps.
Everything but the coal stove in the kitchen came out of the car to restore it: after 4 million miles, it was
shot.
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©Scott Clauss.
Within the Observation Lounge it’s time to relax, savor the surroundings and remember past rail journeys.
A year of heavy labor and $67,000 in replacement materials, and the ‘LOTOS CLUB’ was a shining
masterpiece sitting on the front lawn of the Tilp's manufacturing plant in Union, New Jersey, as the plant's
new executive dining room and scene of many evening dinner parties, with up to 30 guests served cocktails
and Pullman meals by retired, uniformed Pullman chefs and waiters of the old school, Peter Tilp, master of
ceremonies, presiding.

©Scott Clauss.
The Men's lounge sofa.
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©Fran Phillips.
Stainless steel kitchen sink and faucet.
DCNRHS ‘DOVER HARBOR’ chefs Fran Phillips and Hans Plugge were among the November 10th visitors,
closely surveyed and photographed the ‘LOTOS CLUB’ kitchen, as the car is not normally open to the public.
The completely functional 1936 all Monel metal kitchen is 40% larger than that of similar Pullman
‘DOVER HARBOR’, noted in earlier issues of Pullman/CIWL News.

©Scott Clauss.
Men's lounge white porcelain sinks
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‘LOTOS CLUB’ was built in 1913 as "El Quivira," a 10-section lounge open-platform observation car for the
Santa Fe Railroad's "California Limited."
In 1936, during the Depression, the car was withdrawn, Pullman entirely rebuilt it for an entirely different,
much more versatile service, now to include dining, sleeping, lounging, in one car, one of about 100 such
rebuilds, leaving 8 sections with green curtains in place for sleeping, but including enlarged mens and
womens rooms, the new, large one-man kitchen amidships, and an hotel-like lounge with observation
windows at the end. Initially ‘LOTOS CLUB’ was assigned to service on the Soo Line Railroad between the
Twin Cities and Winnipeg, Canada, but in the next 31 years in Pullman operation, went as far afield as
daytime parlor service on NY-Philadelphia "Clockers," Army-Navy football games and many charter specials.

©Fran Phillips.
Empty section seats facing each other with small mahogany table between
(Pullman sleeping section made up for daytime travel).

Editors Comment.
My sincere thanks to Terence Mulligan, Fran Phillips, Scott Clauss & Karl Zimmerman for this most interesting
and historical contribution of Peter Tulip contribution to Pullman history.
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MODEL RAILWAY NEWS.
‘N’ Gauge Copenhagen Fields Layout - Timothy Watson.

©T.Watson.
The ‘Queen of Scots Pullman’ heading North with V2, No.4484, 'Coldstreamer' passing Copenhagen Fields.
The Queen of Scots Pullman is modelled just per-war, as a seven car set. The cars were made from resin
castings for the main bodywork with etched sides and transfers from Fox for the lining, who may also
produce the name / car number transfers in time.
Table lamps were provided by Taylor Plastic Models. The original kit masters for the resin components were
made by Bernard Taylor and then marketed via B&H models. I made up the rake from a variety of sources,
with three of them originating from the VSO-E set made by Richard Dockerill that used to run on Acton
Mainline (ironic reversal of the prototype derivation) - these had new glazing fitted without curtains and of
course the Met Cam bogies replaced the Gresleys that Richard had fitted for the more modern train.
Alan Doherty of Worsley Works reverse engineered some new etched sides for the open cars as the original
source of etches were no longer available when I came to build this set.
I now need to turn my attention to upgrading the 12 wheel cars that also run on the layout: these are
derived from the original Graham Farish N gauge Pullmans and portray one of the early 1920's sets on the
East Coast Main Line.
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LOOK BACK AT PULLMAN.
1888 - 125 Years Ago.
February 18th.

The contract between the British Pullman Car Company and the Midland Railway
terminates and all Pullman sleeping cars withdrawn.
(Information Source PCS-A).

1933 - 80 Years Ago.
January 1st.

Inaugural all electric ‘Southern Belle’ with the all new 5Bel electric Pullman sets.
In addition to the introduction of the three 5Bel sets, the Pullman Company has also
introduced new Composite cars for inclusion within the Southern Railway’s new
electric sets also introduced on January 1st.
All electric cooking within the 5 Bel sets and the new Composite cars introduced for
the first time.
(Information Source Julian Morel).

1943 - 70 Years Ago.
January 24th.

Pullman car JOAN appeared on the 5.30p.m. London Paddington to Weston-SuperMare relief train. The car was noted in all-brown livery.
(Information Source Steam Days January 1993).

1963 - 50 Years Ago.
January 1st.

The Pullman Car Company Limited activities merge with those of British Railways and
British Transport Hotels Pullman Division.
In addition the British Transport Commission is wound-up.
(Information Source PCS-A).

1973 - 40 Years Ago.
January.

An ex-Brighton Belle set and five ex-Golden Arrow Pullman cars noted at Lovers
Walk sidings, Brighton.
(Information Source Railway World March 1973).

February.

Ex-Golden Arrow Pullman cars PHOENIX & CARINA depart Brighton for France.
The route taken Brighton, Norwood Yard, Dover to Dunkerque.
(Information Source Railway World March 1973).
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HORNBY
2013 Pullman Models
Hornby released details of the 2013 range of railway products at mid-day on December 17th 2012.
The only Pullman product for 2013 will be a Brighton Belle set in post 1960’s livery of umber and cream with
the elongated Pullman coat of arms on the car body sides.
The Belle set depicted is Unit No.3052.
R3184 (DCC Ready) Consisting of Pullman Motor Brake Parlour cars No.90 & 91 - £189.99

R4582 - Brighton Belle Pullman car pack - containing the three Pullman cars - £148.99.

Parlour Second - CAR No.87 (Please note Third Class will not appear on the actual model).

Kitchen First - VERA.

Kitchen First - AUDREY.
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The Eastern Region of British Railways Pacific Class Locomotive Pullman Workings - Tommy Knox.
My thanks to Tommy Knox for the following information on the East Coast Main Line.
Within the text reference is made to ‘Down’ and ‘Up’ workings. These relate thus, an ‘Up’ working is a
service to London Kings Cross, and ‘Down’ working is a service working from Kings Cross.
I.e. All lines to any of London’s terminals are classified as the ‘UP Line’.

©Mike Morant.
The Queen of Scots Pullman.
LNER Class A3 - No.2553 ‘MANNA’ at Barnby Moor (No. 2553 Manna was renamed Prince of Wales in 1926).
The Queen of Scots Pullman.
Jan/Feb 1953 (60 years ago)
53.01.04
53.01.17
53.01.27
53.02.07
53.02.17

60014
60146
60502
60074
60150

131 Up Queen of Scots from Leeds - Kings Cross
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
34 08.00 Dn Bradford Flyer / 131 Up Queen of Scots from Leeds - Kings Cross
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
131 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle
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Jan/Feb 1963 (50 years ago)
63.01.01
63.01.01
63.01.02
63.01.05
63.01.07
63.01.08
63.01.11
63.01.21
63.01.23
63.01.23
63.01.25
63.01.28
63.02.02
63.02.08
63.02.10
63.02.12
63.02.20

60042
60074
60077
60141
60001
60119
60966
60084
60006
60051
60149
60071
60084
60124
60037
60005
60117

1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Edinburgh - Newcastle / on Heaton shed
1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle - Leeds
1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle - Leeds
1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross
1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross
1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
on Gateshead shed /1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle - Leeds
1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Edinburgh - Newcastle
1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Leeds - Kings Cross
1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Edinburgh - Newcastle
1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Leeds - Kings Cross
1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Newcastle - Edinburgh
on Gateshead shed / 1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Newcastle - Edinburgh
1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Edinburgh through

The Tees Tyne Pullman.
Jan/Feb 1953 (60 years ago)
53.01.16
53.01.19
53.01.19
53.01.20
53.01.20
53.01.21
53.01.22
53.01.23
53.02.02
53.02.10
53.02.27

60034 1566 06.05 Kings Cross - Cambridge / 1765 10.50 Cambridge - Kings Cross / 82 Dn
Tees Tyne Pullman
60021 82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
60040 145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
60008 1566 06.05 Kings Cross - Cambridge / 1765 10.50 Cambridge - Kings Cross / 82 Dn
Tees Tyne Pullman
60030 145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
60033 82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
60085 145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
60008 82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman failed on arrival
60021 82 16.45 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
60139 82 16.45 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
60026 145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman

Jan/Feb 1963 (50 years ago)
63.01.25
63.01.31
63.02.01
63.02.07
63.02.15
63.02.18

60148
60013
60100
60023
60052
60083

1A50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
1A15 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
3G38 Berwick - Newcastle pcls / ECS of 1A50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman to HCS
1A15 Up Tees Tyne Pullman from Newcastle / 18.32 Dn Pcls from Kings Cross
1A15 Up Tees Tyne Pullman from Darlington - Kings Cross
3G38 Berwick - Newcastle Pcls / Dn ECS of 1A50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman to HCS (1)

By this time this train was diagrammed for a diesel loco
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The Yorkshire Pullman.
Jan/Feb 1953 (60 years ago)
53.01.24
53.01.26
53.02.28

60034 failed at Peterborough on Yorkshire Pullman - 60842 on
60133 19 Up Yorkshire Pullman failed near Hitchin - 61070 on to Kings Cross
60134 19 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 18.18 Kings Cross - Leeds

Jan/Feb 1963 (60 years ago)
63.01.16
63.01.16
63.01.29
63.02.07

60084
60125
60001
60523

1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman

©J. Mair - The Armstrong Trust.
The Queen of Scots Pullman.
BR - Class A1 - No.60126 Sir Vincent Raven at Croft on April 21st 1951.
Can you help Tommy.
I am putting on about 1,000 workings per month on to the database and it now stands at over 750,000
Pacific and V2 workings. I would be grateful if readers who were spotting in steam days could look through
their notebooks and if they find any information to contact me, I am also happy to answer any reasonable
enquiries if I can.
My email address is Tommy@lner-pacifics.me.uk.
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Pullman Bookshelf.
A different kind of book For ‘Pullman Eyes Only - What Internal Files Reveal’, by Ted Shrady.

Ted’s latest book has an intriguing approach of looking behind closed doors of the Pullman Company from
the archives of the Newbery Library in Chicago.
Over four and a half years went into research and writing. Internal information on operations, special cars
and trains, accidents, bad-ordered and substitute sleepers, employee routines on board, and Pullman
operations in Mexico are detailed in never-before-seen material
Availability - The price for this book is $24.95, catalog No. BK-70.
Atlantic Coast Line & Seaboard Air Line Railroads Historical Society, Inc.
Post Office Box 551371, Jacksonville, FL 32255-1371 http://www.aclsal.org/index.htm
The Brighton Belle and Southern Electric Pullmans - Profile No.4 - Antony M Ford - Noodle Books.

In this fourth profile of British-built Pullman cars, we look at a new type of vehicle, designed specifically for
the ‘Central’ section of the Southern Railway, that was longer, loftier and wider than hitherto known - the
four variant versions of the all-steel ‘Southern Electric’ type. As refined and up-to-date successors to the
rolling stock broadly outlined in Profiles 1, 2 and 3, these strikingly attractive and stylish Pullman cars
promoted ground-breaking technology, contemporary 1930s interior appointments, and benefited from
advanced monocoque construction which encompassed the latest developments in metallurgy.
Publication has been delayed; I hope to have an updated in the next Newsletter.
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BLUE PULLMAN PICTORIAL - Kevin Robertson - Noodle Books.

As readers will be aware Kevin has published two books covering the Blue Pullman, the last publication
'Blue Pullman Supplement' has long now sold out and, with new material having become available,
Kevin felt it might be opportune to produce a totally new paperback.
No startling revelations though, just lots of new images - PLUS - the inside story as to how the superb
Bachmann model came to be produced, including photographs of the pre-production vehicles and some
amusing insights into how a model comes to be considered.
Availability: Copies can be sourced from http://www.noodlebooks.co.uk/index.htm & Amazon.
RRP £16.50
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PULLMAN RAIL JOURNEYS COMMENCES NEW FIRST-CLASS, RAIL TRAVEL EXPERIENCE ABOARD RESTORED
PULLMAN CARS, FEATURING AUTHENTIC PULLMAN SERVICE.
Chicago Ribbon Cutting Previews $6 Million Pullman Rail Car Restoration Prior to Sold Out, Inaugural Ride From
Chicago To New Orleans.
CHICAGO - Pullman Sleeping Car Company, LLC hosted a VIP ribbon cutting ceremony at Chicago Union Station
on Friday, November 2, 2012 to inaugurate its new Pullman Rail Journeys, a collection of first-class, standalone
rail experiences in fully restored Pullman Rail Cars, with initial service between Chicago and New Orleans.

Ed Ellis, president of Iowa Pacific Holdings, LLC, the parent company of the Pullman Sleeping Car Company,
LLC, kicked off the ceremony in Chicago and marked the inaugural southbound ride from Chicago to New
Orleans, in conjunction with Amtrak.
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Today we invite you to experience a bygone era. We want to transport you back to a time when the essence of
rail travel was the journey itself, not just the effort of getting to a destination," said Ed Ellis, president of Iowa
Pacific Holdings, LLC, the parent company of the Pullman Sleeping Car Company, LLC. "At a time when people
race hectically through life, we are pleased to provide an opportunity for travellers to enjoy a journey and
experience the contentment and splendour of being in the moment offered by the Pullman standard of quality
and service."

AUTHENTIC PULLMAN EXPERIENCE, CONTEMPORARY FIRST-CLASS STANDARDS.
Credited with the creation of the first modern, comfortable sleeping car for rail travel in 1858, the Pullman
name is synonymous with impeccable service and accommodations.
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Steve Torrico, superintendent of Pullman, boards the inaugural trip to experience the six original Pullman Rail
Cars selected from the extensive collection of parent-company Iowa Pacific Holdings for restoration.
While maintaining appropriate period appearance, upgrades were made to each car to meet current standards
and to maximize guest comfort.

"It is remarkable to see this vision of restoring to service an icon in American travel that started in our home
town of Chicago," said Angela Arias, vice president of sales, marketing and public affairs, PSC, LLC.
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"The Pullman Sleeping Car Company and our branded travel experience, Pullman Rail Journeys, will provide
guests with the authenticity, exceptional service and relaxed, Pullman way of travel between two great cities,
Chicago and New Orleans." Following the ribbon cutting, attendees boarded the Rail Cars to view the detailed
restoration, designed to be as historically accurate as possible, including re-creations of Pullman textiles,
bedding, plates, utensils and company uniforms.

First-class Sleepers: Sleeping accommodations have been upgraded with fine bedding and linens to provide
superior, first-class comfort for rail traveling guests. Showers have been added and additional private baths
included in select cars.

Engaging Social Hubs: Whether enjoying the formality of a meal in the Dome Dining Car or the casual
atmosphere of the Club Car, dining areas have been thoughtfully designed to be engaging, social hubs
featuring an unexpected, culinary experience featuring Rail and Pullman standard fare.
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Iconic Pullman Service: The Pullman Rail Journeys' training program for staff addresses the same detail of
signature service standards as the original Pullman Company service training - from how to make a Pullman
berth, to attending call buttons for porter service, to properly serving beverages in the Club Car.
"All Pullman employees will live by the service standards of the original Pullman Company training manual, a
document and culture highly regarded as foundational and timeless in delivering client experience excellence,"
said David W. Duncan, general manager, Pullman Sleeping Car Company, LLC.

Smoother Ride, Convenience & Comfort: Wheels, undercarriage and suspensions were upgraded to meet
current standards and to provide a quality ride. Power outlets and wireless Internet access add convenience
and comfort for guests.
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INAUGURATION DRAWS BUSINESS, TRAVEL & RAIL ENTHUSIAST INTEREST.
A diverse group of influencers and rail fans attended the inaugural ceremony, representing the Chicago
business community, the travel industry, Pullman historical community and the rail industry.
David Duncan, general manager, Pullman Sleeping Car Company, LLC; Ed Ellis, president, Iowa Pacific Holdings,
LLC; Frank Tverdek, vice president / general manager at Jones Lang LaSalle
Dr. Lynn Hughes, executive director, A. Philip Randolph Pullman Porter Museum; Tony Truss, Pullman Rail
Journeys Porter; Ed Ellis, president, Iowa Pacific Holdings, LLC; David A. Peterson, Jr., president, A. Philip
Randolph Pullman Porter Museum
Andrew Shmerler, travel consultant, Pisa Brothers Travel Company; Angela Arias, vice president of sales,
marketing and public affairs, Pullman Sleeping Car Company, LLC; Paul O'Meara, regional sales manager,
Pullman Rail Journeys Ed Ellis, president, Iowa Pacific Holdings, LLC; Steve Torrico, superintendent, Pullman
Sleeping Car Company, LLC; Jack Bernhart, Riverport Railroad
David Ortiz, customer service manager, Pullman Rail Journeys; Angela Arias, vice president of sales, marketing
and public affairs, Pullman Sleeping Car Company, LLC.
ABOUT PULLMAN RAIL JOURNEYS & PULLMAN SLEEPING CAR COMPANY, LLC.
Pullman Rail Journeys are a collection of American rail experiences from the Pullman Sleeping Car Company,
LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Iowa Pacific Holdings, LLC. Pullman Sleeping Car Company was created in
November of 2011 and is headquartered in Chicago. Pullman Rail Journeys is an independently-owned
operator of first-class passenger service on both the Amtrak scheduled network and in private train and
charter service. In November 2012, The Pullman Rail Journeys begins operating regularly scheduled first-class
train experiences between Chicago and New Orleans.
ABOUT IOWA PACIFIC HOLDINGS, LLC.
Iowa Pacific Holdings, LLC is a Chicago-based railroad holding company for a series of passenger and freight
railroads in the United States and England. With a focus on acquisitions and turn-around, IPH operates three
excursion trains in the United States: Rio Grande Scenic Railroad in Alamosa, Colorado; The Mount Hood
Railroad in Hood River, Oregon and the Saratoga & North Creek Railway in Saratoga Springs, New York.
IPH also operates exclusive, chartered trains through High Iron Travel, providing passengers an experience
described by train enthusiasts as "rare mileage." Iowa Pacific Holdings also is the largest operator of seasonal
Polar Express rail experiences operating in the USA and England, with seven Polar Express events scheduled in
2012. IPH management is a diverse group, collectively with hundreds of years of rail-industry experience.
IPH managers have backgrounds with class I railroads, short-lines, Amtrak, railroad supply, intermodal,
trucking companies, transloading, car repair and much more. With such wide-ranging expertise, IPH is uniquely
capable of devising creative solutions to transportation problems.
For more information visit www.travelpullman.com
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Lincoln Christmas Market - Saturday December 8th 2012 - Doug Lindsay.
The annual Christmas Market at Lincoln brought to the city a number of special train workings, and within
the formation of two of the specials included a number of ex-Pullman cars.
A4 Pacific (4-6-2) No.60009 ‘Union of South Africa’ arrived hauling West Coast Railways coaching stock which
included the 'pseudo' Mk1 Pullman “AMETHYST” with a selection of maroon liveried Mk 1 Pullman, plus one
of the Mk 2 Pullman Kitchen cars.

©D.Lindsay.
Mark 1 Pullman car CAR No.352 as ‘Pseudo’ AMETHYST.

The Tyseley located Pullman Cars arrived behind Hall Class 4-6-0 No.4965 Rood Ashton Hall.
The three Mk1 Pullman cars included CAR No.349.
None of the three cars had any identifiable numbers or names in panels on the car body sides, they do have
stenciled numbers on the sole bars.

©D.Lindsay.
The Sole bar identity CAR No.349.
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©D.Lindsay.
Mark 1 Pullman car CAR No.349.
CAR No.349 spent time on the Kent & East Sussex Railway at Tenterden, working within the train formation
of the ‘Wealden Pullman’.

Pullman & CIWL News - Passengers Reservations List.
347 x World First Class Passengers.
3 x Web Sites - Passenger Numbers Unknown.
Welcome aboard to the following joining passengers: H.Ballantyne, C.Littledale.
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The Last Week of Pullman Operations on the East Coast Mainline - Roger Goodrum.

©Roger Goodrum.
London’s Kings Cross Station Class 31/4 No.31408 approaches with Pullman empty stock prior to departure
North. In the background Class 55 No.55007 PINZA .
On May 5th 1978 Pullman services were finally withdrawn on the East Coast Mainline.
The final services departed in the late afternoon from Kings Cross to both Hull and Harrogate.
The Yorkshire Pullman (Kings Cross to Harrogate) departing at 5.04p.m. Hauled by Class 47/4 No.47433 to
Leeds and 47411 Leeds to Harrogate. The Pullman cars allocated being E318E (ROBIN) Kitchen/First,
E315E (HERON) Kitchen /First, E326E (EMERALD (II)) Parlour/First, E319E (SNIPE) Kitchen /First.
The Hull Pullman (Kings Cross to Hull) departing at 5.10p.m. The Pullman cars allocated being
E313E (FINCH) Kitchen/First, E317 (RAVEN) Kitchen/First, E328E (OPAL) Parlour/First.
On May 20th, the DAA Railtour Society ran the “EAST COAST PULLMAN FAREWELL” ran from Kings Cross at
8.30a.m. to Peterborough, Grantham, Doncaster, Wakefield, Leeds, Harrogate, York, Malton, Scarborough,
Filey, Bridlington, Beverley, Goole, Doncaster returning to Kings Cross at 9.45p.m.
In September 1978 the National Railway Museum acquired two Pullman cars EAGLE & EMERALD(II) for the
National Collection.
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©Roger Goodrum.
Class 31/4 No.31408 with Pullman empty stock.

©Roger Goodrum.
A Kitchen/First awaits passengers prior to departure North.
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©Roger Goodrum.
The Hull Pullman.

©Roger Goodrum.
The Harrogate Pullman.
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And now for something completely different…..!! - Doug Lindsay.
Following a request our Editor received from Canada regarding Pullman Ashtrays, and having sent a
response, our Editor then suggested an article about Pullman ashtrays!!
Not an easy request, but I then thought, if I ‘stretched’ the parameters a bit I perhaps could provide a little
article on Smoking Related features of Pullman.
Today, in our more enlightened times, smoking is perhaps a taboo subject to the extent that it is considered
by many to be anti-social, as well as being injurious to health. However, that was not always the case, and
indeed it was even considered ‘fashionable’ between the wars and well afterwards. The Pullman Car
Company along with most commercial organisations readily accepted smoking, and the sale of tobacco
products, as part of their offer.
One only has to look at Pullman paperwork such as menus and the celebrated Golden Way magazine to find
that tobacco products were very much part of the ‘product offer’ (to use a modern term) of days gone by.
One assumes that due to the fact that Pullman travel attracted the upper end of the market, and it was they
who particularly wished to be in fashion, that Pullman therefore ensured that products associated with
‘fashion’ were available to their valued passengers.

The above three ad’s are from The Golden Way house magazine for 1933, the special edition including the
new Southern Electric Pullmans and of course The Brighton Belle. One wonders what the ‘Ultra-Violet Rays’
were that Kensitas cigarettes offered on the right!!

This is the back cover of that edition whereby the whole of the front and rear covers were an advert for
Abdulla cigarettes, no doubt this helped the cost of this special edition! Also a Swan Matches ad
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Long before smoking became ‘anti-social’ it was as much part of life as alcohol and was often associated with
drinking. Pullman Cars being a travelling venue for eating and drinking, and renowned for it, were naturally
keen to maximise on the profit obtained from supplying cigarettes, cigars and associated products. They also
had to provide items to facilitate the sale and use of them as well, hence the ashtray connection!

Rule 34 from the Pullman Car Co Rule Book for Conductors and Attendants.
All trains generally provided smoking and non-smoking compartments or areas of open saloon carriages to
accommodate those who wished to smoke or not, and usually provided ashtrays normally fixed to the
coachwork. Pullman also provided both types of accommodation in each Car, and one would see a large
extractor fan often in the ‘smoking’ end of the Car, however the ashtrays provided were ‘loose’ and laid
along with all the other tableware. They were however, as in all trains, fixed in the toilet compartments,
usually on the wall or above the washstand.

The toilet Ashtray in Car Hazel’s toilet affixed to the wall, note the attendant’s call button below.

It would seem from contemporary photographs that Pullman ashtrays were either brass to match the cars’
brassware, silver or earthenware to match the tableware or pottery or plastic, latterly it seems, provided by
tobacco manufacturers as advertising media.
There is no doubt that the sale of tobacco products was a useful profit stream for Pullman judging from some
bought ledger records I have where it is noted that they were spending several thousand pounds a month
with the likes of Players, W.D & H.O Wills and no doubt other suppliers, plus of course there was a good
trade in matches as well. It must be remembered that Pullman income streams were limited to the
supplement and any profit on food and drink or over the counter or at seat sales such as tobacco etc. They
would therefore always be keen to maximise on these sales to improve profitability and constantly
encourage staff to canvass passengers, not only in Pullman Cars themselves, but also in adjoining railway
owned vehicles. Also, in those pre-Supermarket days when Retail Price Maintenance was rigidly adhered to
no doubt the profit margin was far greater than that available today which made the sale of these items very
worth while.
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It will be noted that Pullman almost always listed tobacco products on their general menus along with the
ubiquitous ‘Aspro’ tablets. It has always puzzled me why Aspro were invariably advertised in all the menus
and in Golden Way as well as being advertised on the actual attendants’ bill receipts given to passengers.
Were we really so prone to headaches in days gone by, particularly so if travelling by train? I guess we’ll
never know, but I would assume that it was another profitable item for Pullman to sell and thereby increase
revenue.

The Cuban Havanna Cigar in the collection, the overprinting is illustrated below and was on the side away
from the camera

Close up of the overprinting on the genuine Cuban cigar above, still unopened!!
Some of the attendant’s bill issues had a separate entry for ‘cigars’ as if they were a regularly consumed item
in their own right, indeed they were listed on menus right up until the end of Pullman. It would seem that
specially imported Cuban cigars were de rigeur in the heyday of Pullman and their tubes and containers were
overprinted ‘Specially packed for The Pullman Car Co Ltd’. One presumes from this that sales were great
enough for the manufacturers to have the cigar tubes overprinted in this way. Notable is that later editions
of attendant’s bills when Pullman became the Pullman Division of BTH the entry was printed with ‘Piccadilly
No.1’ instead of ‘Cigars etc’, no doubt a sign of the times and a change in not only smoking habits, but also a
change in clientele. (See two bills reproduced below)
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Two attendant’s bills quoting ‘Aspro’, also note the later one on the right
with Piccadilly No.1 instead of Cigars!

It will be noted from the menu illustrations that there was inconsistency in the way that cigarettes were
listed, as sometimes they were advertised generically as ‘cigarettes’ and at other times they were listed by
brand. Do we assume from that that manufacturers offered incentives from time to time to actually mention
brand names? We’ll never know now, but I’d wager that there was some incentive of some sort!

From a 1948 Menu Card

From a 1952 Menu Card, note just ‘Popular brands of Cigarettes’

From a 1953 Golden Arrow Menu Card
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From a 1963 Golden Arrow Menu Card

From a 1962 general SR services menu card (Note the ‘Aspro’ mentioned again!)

The well known picture taken at the launch of The South Wales Pullman in the Daffodil Bar, note the array of
cigarettes on the display behind the lady attendant and the ashtray in the foreground which may be in
silverware.

A Nightcap Bar promotional picture, and again a fine selection of cigarettes on show, plus ashtray on counter
in foreground.
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Something else that may be worth mentioning...or maybe not, is that the two images above of Car
Diamond's bar, the top one from 1955 as Daffodil Bar in the South Wales Pullman the older Pullman Crest is
above the display, and the lower one from about 1964 as Nighcap Bar the later Pullman Crest has been
installed....the wallpaper remaining the same you'll notice!!
Additionally the image of the same car on page 38, although much earlier in 1946, shows the crest again, but
there are just spirit optic holders below rather than the obvious later addition of a proper display cabinet for
spirits with shelf above....
I'm sure a reader will point that out anyway!!! Car Diamond in three different phases of her life, so to
speak...amazing what a little article like this can provide by way of historical data...
So to the ashtrays themselves, it will be seen that invariably they were of a fairly deep ‘dish’ style with
inward curved sides rather than a flatish plate style which one would use domestically or in cafés and the
like. The reason for this was an attempt to keep the ash and used cigarette ends in the ashtray…for trains, as
we know, can be very draughty places, especially when passing other trains or entering tunnels. The force of
the draught caused by these events, or open windows, would of course blow the ash and contents of an
‘open’ ashtray all over the place. Not very good for the occupants, the food or the clean napery!!! Whilst
the high sided ashtrays did to some extent contain the ash etc, they were not totally effective and staff were
encouraged to constantly empty them to avoid unnecessary spillage.

Rule 49 from the Rule Book, note the last sentence!
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This seems to be a brass ashtray
The photo is dated 1957.

This also seems to be a brass ashtray on one of the new
‘cigarette proof’ laminate table tops, complete with
Pullman Crest laminated within. Note the odd
selection of mixed tableware, silver, earthenware &
china.

There were attempts to design a newer ashtray in the post war years, and I have it on the authority of a
retired, but sadly deceased Conductor, that Frank Harding himself actually got involved in discussions with
the manufacturers and a tobacco company to produce an even more draught proof ashtray!! This one was of
a squarer shape with high sides and a ‘lip’ around the upper edge which it was thought would assist in
containing the contents in the event of draught. The base was also wider than the upper which was intended
to make it more stable on the ever mobile tables and table cloths. This type was in blue china and advertised
‘Senior Service’ cigarettes and is the only example I have seen of this shape.

The ‘lipped’ enclosed ashtray
An earlier ‘modern’ china ashtray was a round shape with high curved sides, with the usual ‘slots’ for
cigarettes and advertised Players (in blue and white) and Players Gold Leaf (in red and white), there may well
have been other variations on this style which I have not seen.
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The two Players china ashtrays, the red one on the left advertises ‘Gold Leaf’ on the reverse side, the blue one
is just Players golden Virginia, both have the 1960 type Pullman crest
Photographic evidence shows us that there were also silver versions, no doubt imprinted with the Pullman
Crest, and also earthenware ones printed likewise to match the tableware, these invariably were more
shallow than later varieties. The oldest I have is a brass one by Beresford, the normal brassware supplier to
Pullman, and has a very large ‘slot’ in the front, no doubt to cater for the large cigars of yesteryear! It also
has a match stand at the rear and is imprinted on both sides of the cigar slot with the full Pullman coat of
arms and garter as used on cutlery. These brass ashtrays obviously date from much earlier in the last century
but they did last for many years in service (as did much of the tableware) and are seen in many post war
promotional photographs

An early brass ‘Beresford’ ashtray with match stand at rear. Just discernable is the circular Pullman Crest and
Garter nearest camera (well polished away!!). The underside view shows the marking Pullman (with later
copper rivet inserted?) also visible is the word Beresford under the match stand.
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Two views of what appears to be the brass style ashtrays on the counters. On the left a 1946 promotional
picture of a Hastings line Car on re-entry to service after the war. On the right another 1946 view, of the
Trianon Bar at launch time of the Golden Arrow. Note the attendants large Golden Arrow lapel badges.
So, dear readers, that seemingly innocuous enquiry regarding ashtrays has provided an opportunity to look
deeper into yet another slice of Pullman history. I’ve no doubt I have only ‘touched the surface’ of the
subject, and have really only my own observations and memorabilia for reference. I am sure there will be
readers out there who have more items associated with smoking and tobacco on Pullman Cars than I have
and may also have more anecdotal memories to share with us at some time in the future. For the time being
though that exhausts my thoughts on the now totally outlawed and controversial subject of smoking on
trains and stations.
The following final couple of Staff Rules say it all I guess!!!
Can anyone imagine in their wildest dreams that Pullman Attendants would drink, smoke, play cards or
gamble while on duty….Heaven forbid, whatever next!!!!
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The Brighton Belle reaches middle age! - Neil Marshall - 5BEL Trust - December 31st 2012.
The Brighton Belle entered service (initially as the Southern Belle) on Sunday January 1st 1933 as the flagship
of the Southern Railway’s massive electrification programme. The Mayor of Brighton, Frank Beal JP, didn’t
mince his words at the launch, thanking the Southern Railway “for presenting as a New Year’s gift this new
asset of incalculable to the Southern resorts.”
It was. Sir Herbert Walker not only created the world's largest and most modern electrified railway system at
that time, but also the first electrified inter-city route. The Brighton Belle represented a milestone in mass
passenger transport and the mobility of Britain’s workforce.
To mark the Belle’s 80th anniversary the 5BEL Trust has commissioned the noted railway artist Jonathan Clay
to produce a wonderfully evocative painting of the train in service in 1961.

You could have the signed and framed original of this painting on your wall by entering a prize draw. All
funds raised will go towards the restoration of the Trust’s recent acquisition, Trailer Pullman First ‘Hazel’. You
can purchase your raffle ticket(s) securely online here and the draw will be made on 31 January.
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Restoration of the Brighton Belle.
Five of the 5BEL Trust’s six cars are now on site at Barrow Hill. Recent visitors to the dedicated Brighton Belle
shed will have noticed significant progress with CAR No.85, with the complex underframe re-engineering
work complete and the end sections restored to virtually new standard - a major task.
Work in the interior is also progressing well; this car, purchased in poor condition internally from VSOE, is
being rebuilt to incorporate a large kitchen. For the first time, the driver’s desk can be seen in place within
CAR No.91, with the cab area awaiting imminent side cross bracing to give additional driver protection.
In the summer of 2012 the Trust purchased two complete VEPs from Bombardier that had been destined for
scrap. These will hauled to Barrow Hill in the first week of January and will yield the spares package required
for mainline running – bogies, traction motors, control gear and wheel sets. An audit of this material will be
carried out shortly afterwards; in line with the Trust’s strict policy for recycling heritage material, any unneeded items will be offered free of charge to bona-fide restoration groups.

©5Bel Trust.
The lighting control panel within CAR No.91.
With the restoration line now in high gear, the Trust has begun to focus again on interior detailing, including
missing items. By chance, during a conversation with the one-time owner of CAR No.92, Martin Allen, he
mentioned that he had retained the lighting control panel for the car after CAR No.92 was badly vandalised.
When I explained that we were missing this item from CAR No.85 and that we would never be able to source
an original item, he immediately volunteered to deliver his panel to Barrow Hill. We hope that Martin’s
generosity will be matched by others, as we strive to produce as near to original interiors as we can achieve.
Media interest in the programme remains very high, with crews from both the BBC and ITV filming progress
during December. You can see a video on the BBC’s website here.
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PRESERVATION NEWS.

David Jones.

The following photographs were taken at the C&W Dept at Horsted Keynes on Saturday December 15th.
They clearly display the ongoing restoration work being undertaken on both sides of car FINGALL.

©David Jones.
Kitchen end & side of car FINGALL.
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Restoration progress had slowed slightly as C&W staff were required to put the finishing touches on two
Mark 1 coaches required for the Santa Specials, a new carriage for the disabled and an additional custard and
cream coach for the Lounge Car service.

©David Jones.
Coupe end & side of car FINGALL.
However, it is hoped that the framing (as above) will be finished soon, and then panelled up to the same
stage as the kitchen side.
The interior will then be re-instated, and then the windows and then a visit to the paint shop.
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La Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits et des Grand Express Européens - News.

THE INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY
PRESERVATION SOCIETY
Established at the Nene Valley Railway,
Wansford, England in November 2007,
the principal purposes of the society are
to:
Support the restoration of rolling stock
of The Compagnie Internationale des
Wagons-Lits et des Grands Express
Europeens, owned by and based at the
Nene Valley Railway, currently
restaurant car 2975 and sleeping car
3916, both practically and financially.
Promote and develop a Museum
facility, to be called the 'Night Mail' to
display the carriages and associated
artefacts, in conjunction with the Nene
Valley Railway TPO group.

Collate both historical and current day
information on the company Wagons-Lits,
its carriages and artefacts, making the
information freely available on the web
site, in publications and in the future
museum facilities.
Promote the world wide preservation of
historically important railway rolling stock
and artefacts.
The society journal “les Grands Express
Européens” is published twice a year.
For membership details and information
relating to CIWL visit the IRPS web site
www.irps-wl.org.uk
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"De Pullman rijdt weer...." or in English "The Pullman rides again...." - Jos Geilen.
This booklet covers the history of CIWL Pullman Car No.4129 which re-entered service after a restoration of
nine years at the ZLSM, the South-Limburger Steamtrain Company of Simpelveld in the Netherlands.
The booklet, written by Jos Geilen, archivist of the ZLSM, cordinator and the driving force of this restoration,
deals with the previous history, the order and delivery of Wagons-Lits' "Etoile du Nord" cars of 1927.
Next the construction and furnishing of this type of parlour cars come up for discussion, followed by a survey
of WSP 4129's services at Wagons-Lits between 1927 and 1962.
The second part of the booklet describes the years up to 1995 when the car was owned by the Dutch State
Mines; the restoration of 1962, the services as "excursion car" and future intensions.
The description of the years at ZLSM, 1995-2002, the revision and restoration of 2003-2012 round off
the car's history.

In his foreword, Antony Ford, the archivist and curator of the Pullman Society, calls this booklet
"a nostalgic and loving tribute to these British-built vehicles of 1927, through an extensive and especially
poignant sequence of photographs combined with up-to-date history and technical information.
Any admirer of Pullman and luxury travel will want to have this informative and lavishly illustrated history
of WSP 4129, which is now so beautifully restored to almost original condition by ZLSM."
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The booklet is in full colour, 60 pages thick and A5-format (15x21 cm).
It can be ordered directly from the webshop of ZLSM www.miljoenenlijn.nl)
Purchase price of Euro 7,50 plus Euro 3,00 for administrative expenses and postage.
Chris Elliott advises: I’ve’ finished the review of Jos’s excellent book, this will go to the press on Wednesday.
The text is in Dutch and as a gesture of goodwill the IRPS has organised a translation in English and the
translation will be ready in about a week or so. The IRPS will get it professionally printed, I’ve read the Dutch
text and as I speak German fluently I thought that I could follow a good percentage of the text, not so it does
need an English translation.
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Turkish Steam Travel.
Reviewed by Chris Elliott co-author of ‘Night Ferry 1936 - 1980’.
It was a very pleasant surprise to come across an advert in ‘Continental Modeller’ offering a book that I
thought was long out of print book
It is an account of a journey from the UK to Istanbul and back plus several accounts of journeys mostly by
steam across turkey. Suggested by the Turkish Tourist Office, it is nevertheless an interesting literary insight
of rail travel in Turkey in the mid 1960s. It has a very interesting collection of black and white photos by
several well known photographers such as P.Ransome-Wallis, D Trevor Rowe and others.
It is written in the recognisable style of George Behrend and as his obituary stated and published in the
Scotsman on the 20th July, 2010 “Modernity sat uncomfortably with Behrend” and this is very much the case
in this account. But for all of that it does provide a an interesting record as to just how the ciwl sleeping and
restaurant cars operated on the journey from Paris to Istanbul and across what was then the Iron Curtain and
the communist controlled states of Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, Greece and the then militarised turkey.
Whenever I read a rail travel book I like to be able to refer to a map albeit it is on a small scale. The map of
Turkey in this book is very basic and it is a pity that the editor has made no effort to add the English names to
this map where they are known in railway circles. At least one comes away having learnt that Turkish word
for sea is – Deniz. There is however a list of Place Names with Anglicised and Local Forms on page 103
There are some excellent indexes, Index 1 Wagons-Lits Car Types and Numbering, complete with their
abbreviations; Index 2 four pages of drawings of the layouts and a list of Wagons-Lits cars in the Fleet of the
Istanbul Division – Winter 1971 – 72, Index 3 List of Turkish Steam Locomotive Classes.
The world of ciwl has long gone and as George once said ‘Gone With Regret’, and at a time when the records
and archives of Ciwl are being dispersed in all directions it is important to understand and record just how
the company operated in Turkey in the late 1950s and 1960s.
Just published is another book Au Bon Temps des Wagons-Restaurants literally translated ‘Back to the Good
Days of the Restaurants Cars’, which adds considerably to the understanding of just how the restaurant cars
of ciwl operated.

Pages: 104
Size: 220 x 280 mm hardback
Details: English Text Many black and white illustrations, two maps
Price: £14.00 plus p & p
Authors George Behrend and Vincent Kelly
Published by ‘Locomotives International’
Available in the UK from www.irps-wl.org.uk
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Die Grandhotels der Internationalen Schlafwagengesellschaft - Les Grands Hotels de la Compagnie
Internationale Des Wagons-Lits.
Reviewed by Chris Elliott co-author of ‘Night Ferry 1936 – 1980’.
For those enthusiasts of the former CIWL ‘Compagnie Internationale Des Wagons-Lits’, another book has
arrived, this time devoted to the ‘Grand Hotels Hotels de Luxe of CIWL’. Author Jurgen Klein established his
credibility with his earlier book ‘125 Years of CIWL.’
One can be forgiven for wondering ‘what is the magic’ that stimulates so much interest in a company, its
train and hotels which to all intent and purposes faded away in the early 1970s. Is it the romance of the
great expresses, the films and novels that continue to excite people’s imagination? From Hitchcock’s ‘The
Lady Vanishes’, to Agatha Christie’s ‘Murder on the Orient Express’ and James Bond in ‘From Russia with
Love’ all seems to have continued the myth.
This fascination with all things ciwl has a large and strong following amongst railway modellers with the
Hornby Company Rivarossi amongst others offering many varied versions of the famous blue coloured
restaurant and sleeping cars, not forgetting the cream and blue Pullman cars that formed the French part of
the Golden Arrow.
Whereas reference is made in many books to the wider activities of the CIWL, little until now has been
written about the company’s Luxury Hotels to be found at the end of the journey.
The list ranges from the modest hotels at Ostend on the Belgian Coast to the Shepheards Hotels in Cairo and
the Luxor Winter Palace in Egypt
A quick flick back to pre 1914 will reveal the changing map of Europe with the Grand Hotel Stephanie in
Abbazia then part of the former Austrian Hungarian Empire, now Opatija in Croatia, the Palace Hotel TatraLomnicz in the then and now Slovakia.
This book records not only the existence of these hotels but a life style that existed even from the start of the
Orient Express in 1883 until 1914 and again after world war one right up to the late 1930s.
These cosseted passengers wanted to embrace their life style in the sun, one could imagine the family from
‘Downtown Abbey’ gliding south safely ensconced in their luxury sleeping car and arriving at the Riviera
Palace Hotel in Monte Carlo.
CIWL set out with the British Travel Company Thomas Cook and the P&O Peninsular and Orient Shipping
company to offer a seamlessly way of travelling to the ideal winter resort.
Passengers travelling to India were carried by CIWl’s ‘Malle des Indes Express’ as far as Brindisi on the Italian
Adriatic Coast and offered every comfort in the Brindisi Grand Hotel International. This train in addition had
the contract to carry the mail.
The Far East does not escape with its Grand Hotel des Wagons-Lits in Peking and the Hotel Terminus
Wagons-Lits in Hankow (Wuhan}.
Their Hotels were owned and operated by a separate company ‘Compagnie Internationale des Grands
Hotels’ established on the 11th April 1984, it then took shares in the company Egyptian Hotels Ltd and César
Ritz which was renowned for operating the most refined hotels in the world.
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The menu of the restaurant of the Chinese Pavilion of the ‘Transsibérien Express’ at the Great Exhibition in
Paris offered a bottle of Clos de Voujet 1893 for just 16 francs (58 Euros), all of food on the menu was
numbered, little changed today, Item 101 Beignets de Pigeon cost only 8 francs (29 Euros) and little adverts
from Cross & Blackwell, Colman’s Mustard, Huntley & Palmers Biscuits sat alongside Champagne Ayala and
Byrrh tonic wine on the menu.
An excellent book a powerful addition to the CIWL collection and one can be forgiven for imagining Hercule
Poirot sitting in the restaurant of the Tunisia Palace Hotel twirling his moustache whilst flipping though the
menu.
The book contains a host of illustrations of hotels, trains, maps correspondence, timetables and goes a long
way to complete the story of those times long gone.
What has happened to these hotels, very few exist today, and lifestyles have completely changed. There are
however, two complete CIWL trains and carriages still operating and others being lovingly restored by
various heritage railways and museums all over Europe.

Published by B Kuhlen Verlag in German and French ISBN 978-3-87448-361-2
Pages: 248
Size: 320 x 245 mm hardback
Details : German and French Text Many colour illustrations, a few maps and timetables
Price : 49.80 Euros approx £42.00
Available in the UK from www.irps-wl.org.uk
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From The Fourgon.
I trust that you will have found the content within this edition of interest.
I am indebted to those readers who have taken time out to forward either an article or image or both for
inclusion, rest assured without these contributions this edition would not have been published.
The image below marks the 80th Anniversary of the introduction of the first all electric Pullman service.

©NRM
January 1st 1933, the inaugural 3rd rail electric services from London Victoria to both Brighton and
West Worthing. 5Bel Unit No.2051 at Victoria Station prior to departure to Brighton with the all electric
Southern Belle.

“Information is for sharing and not for gathering dust; it costs nothing to share knowledge”.
Pullman & La Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits et des Grand Express Européens News
T.Bye - ©PCS-A - January & February 2013.
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